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Skippered by veteran sailor Derek Shuttleworth, the Inspire! had a permanent crew of six, but took on other rotating crew members during the journey 
around Africa carrying messages of waste management solutions and HIV/Aids awareness. INSET: The propeller of the Inspire! .had been fouled by a 
crayfish net and had to be cut free by the Kommetjie station of the National Sea Rescue Institute. PICTURES: A NDREW INGRAM 
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Kashiefa'A'am i. / ;' J ~004 Said Shuttleworth: "It has been a 

project filled with passion during 
They spent 368 days away from home, which we had to face lots of challenges, 
visited more than 15 African countries including a cyclone off Madagascar 
and survived a cyclone and an abortive and attempted piracy off the Ivory 
pirate boarding - an experience· that Coast. 
will most certainly stay with them for "When we left Cape Town last 
the rest of their lives. year, the cyclone se~son was supposed 

The yacht Inspire! has completed a to have been over and when it 
historic circumnavigation of Africa af- happened, it was completely unex
ter a journey of over 23 000 nautical pected. 
miles. "We received reports on our 

Coca-Cola engaged with the i;adio, but the· reports were normal 
Inspire!, with the assistance of veteran ones. Then we started to experience 
polar explorer Robert Swa.u...to..ca.i~..-J.Q.ilo,,j~~i,..j•~ie-~~11&.. There 
messages of waste management solu- were high winds and big seas and we 
tions and HIV I Aids awareness to its had some crew members who had vir
markets across Africa. tually no experience in such condi-

At each of the more than 30 ports of tions. " 
call the teams interacted with various Remembering the piracy incident, 
interest groups and government rep- he said as the yacht was leaving Terna 
resentatives, spreading the word. in Ghana, they found themselves sur-

Among the countries visited were rounded by fishing nets. 
Kenya, . Tanzania, , Mozambique, "There were a group of about eight 
Namibia, Angola, Morocco, Tunisia people in a boat. They saw only me and 
and Egypt, as well as the islands of another crew member. Everyone else 
Mauritius and Seychelles. was below deck. They got hold of the 

Skippered by veteran sailor Derek boat and held on to the railing. 
Shuttleworth, the Inspire! had a. per- "It was quite nerve-wracking. But 
manent crew of six, but took on other then all the other crew members came 
rotating crew members during the up from below and the suspected crim-
journey. inals moved away. 

Three youth leaders from Cape "Although we were only six on 
Town - Joe Cata, Theo Madayi and board at the time, they obviously 
Eric Bafo - formed part of the perma- thought there were more people," 
nent crew. Shuttleworth said. 




